Environmental Humanities Symposium
with Bethany Wiggin and Gregg Mitman

January 22, 2016
10:00—4:30

Browsing Room
Knight Library
1501 Kincaid St.
UNIVERSITY OF OREGON

Symposium Schedule

10-12 Building the Environmental Humanities: Two Exemplary Stories
Presentations by Professors Bethany Wiggin (U Penn) and Gregg Mitman (U Wisconsin)

1-2:30 Roundtable: The Futures of the Environmental Humanities at UO
Moderator: Brook Muller (Professor and Interim Dean, School of Applied Arts and Architecture)

3-4:30 Roundtable: Building the Environmental Humanities Initiative at UO
Moderator: Mark Carey (Associate Professor and Associate Dean, Robert D. Clark Honors College)
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Generously sponsored by

Professor Gregg Mitman
Founding Director of the Center for Culture, History, and the Environment, University of Wisconsin

Professor Bethany Wiggin
Director of the Penn Program in Environmental Humanities, University of Pennsylvania